
FINAL EXAM - MTH 122 SPRING 2011

MTH 122 (143 points + 7 free)
2 May, 2011 Name: ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Read all of the following information before starting the exam:

• On the next page, fill out 13 of the following 16 questions and put your response
to them in the table on the next page. If you leave a question blank I will
assume you have skipped it. If you cross out a box I will assume you want
me to skip it. If you answer more than 13 questions, I will grade the first 13
responses.

• Good luck!
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1. (11 points)
a. (55 pts) Find the complement of the angle θ = 24.21o.
b. (55 pts) Find the supplement of the angle θ = 122.52o.

2. (11 points)
a. (3666 pts)Find a value of s that makes the statement cos(s) = 0.7826 true.
b. (3666 pts)Find a value of s that makes the statement tan(s) = 0.2326 true.
c. (3666 pts)Find a value of s that makes the statement cot(s) = 0.2994 true.

3. (11 points)
a. (55 pts) Convert the degree measure 25.66o into radians.
b. (55 pts) Convert 7π

5 radians into degrees.

4. (11 points) Suppose that the point (x, y) is in the indicated quadrant. Decide whether the
given ratio is positive (+) or negative (−). Recall that r =

√
x2 + y2.

a. (275 pts) I, x
y

b. (275 pts) II, y
r

c. (275 pts) III, y
x

d. (275 pts) IV, r
y

5. (11 points) Use facts about trigonometric functions to find sec(θ) given that tan(θ) = 7
3

and θ is in Quadrant II.

6. (11 points) Give the exact value of the function using the unit circle.
a. (275 pts) sin(π2 )
b. (275 pts) cos(π3 )
c. (275 pts) cot(π4 )
d. (275 pts) csc(7π6 )

7. (11 points) Suppose that cos(s) = −1
5 and sin(t) = 3

5 , s and t in quadrant II.
a. (55 pts) Find cos(s+ t).
b. (55 pts) Find cos(s− t).

8. (11 points) Solve the triangle given by A = 41.4o, b = 2.78, c = 3.92.

9. (11 points)
a. (55 pts) Find the magnitude and direction angle of the vector ~u =< 2, 2 >.
b. (55 pts) Find the magnitude and direction angle of the vector ~u =< 15,−8 >.

10. (11 points) Two forces act at a point in the plane. The angle between the two forces is
85o, the magnitude of the first force is 250N and the magnitude of the second force is 450N .
What is the magnitude of the resultant force?

11. (11 points) Let ~u =< −2, 5 > and ~v =< 4, 3 >.
a. (275 pts) Find ~u+ ~v.
b. (275 pts) Find 2~u− 3~v
c. (275 pts) Find ~u · ~v.



12. (11 points) Two tugboats are pulling a disabled speedboat into port with forces of 1240
lb and 1480 lb. The angle between these forces is 28.2o. Find the direction and magnitude of
the equilibrant.

13. (11 points) Perform the indicated operation.
a. (275 pts) (3 + 7i)− (−4 + 2i)
b. (275 pts)

√
−13 ·

√
−13

c. (275 pts) −6−
√
−24

2

14. (11 points)
a. (55 pts) Write the complex number 2(cos(45o) + isin(45o)) in rectangular form.
b. (55 pts) Write the complex number 1 + i

√
3 in trigonometric form.

15. (11 points) Find the product [3(cos(60o) + isin(60o)][2(cos(90o) + isin(90o)] and write it
in rectangular form.

16. (11 points) Find each power. Write each answer in rectangular form.

a. (55 pts)
(√

2
2 −

√
2
2 i
)8

b. (55 pts) (−2− 2i)50


